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PSYCHE'S ALCHEMY OF THE COSMIC WEB 
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"The Butterfly of Psyche" 
 
 



1. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS GAIA 
The Matrix of the Earth - 1st Sphere 

 
INVOCATION: Holy Goddess Gaia, our Earth Mother, we repent of the desolation we have brought 
upon Your sky and earth and sea and those that live there. We fear Your hidden fires which we call hell, 
and dread to lay our bodies in your black earth, eyes closed in death. We know more of the stars than we 
do of our own planet. Help us to penetrate through Your veil of matter, so that we may learn of Your 
plan of perfection for You and for ourselves.  
 
ORACLE: You see as children. You say, "these infernal fires could burn my body, and this earth can 
suffocate my life-giving breath". But this earth you desecrate, these material bodies you go to such 
lengths to protect, are but figments of collective imagination. You shoot a multitude of birds, yet not one 
of these birds die. They are only shadows that lie bleeding. The real birds fly on.  
 
You are outcasts in a waste land, viewing with longing a stately palace with its gardens, but fearing the 
powerful owners: yet in truth the owners of palace and gardens are yourselves, self-styled outcasts! 
When you believe that the apparent world around you is all that exists, then you suffer with it, you die 
with it. But know that your Eternal Spirit makes for Itself many shapes, in order to learn from every 
realm of Being. In this shadow playground of the world you choose to be poor or rich, lovely or ugly, 
clever or foolish. As your children enjoy playing games of violence, so do you, their elders. You enjoy 
sufferings as do those who weep during sad plays. Not one human-being, nor animal nor bird nor tree 
materialises without inner choice. All existences long for experience; none give up physical manifestation 
without a struggle, however great the anguish. Indeed, many choose a life of pain and warfare rather 
than one of boring ease.  
 
However, there are those who at last outgrow this world playground, and choose to realise their innate 
Divinity. This precludes immature game playing. To attain such bliss you do not have to reach the sun 
nor the stars. Each realm of Being is humbly beneath your feet, within My Heart! Protected only by some 
score miles of crust and by two streams of volcanic magma, is a sun whose light and heat is as great as the 
surface of the celestial sun. Those who attain use of their Solar Bodies can enter this Inner Sun, which in 
reality contains a realm of being as beautiful as that of any star. The Beings who dwell therein have the 
protection of an atmosphere which to you is dense rock and earth, but which to them is a transparent 
vapour. Fiery magma shows itself as rosy and golden swirling clouds, through which they perceive sun 
and moon, planets and stars.  
 
So is it with yourselves! Concealed beneath the shell of your material bodies shines the glory of 
Goddesses and Gods. Come to Me! Long have I waited to give you your inheritance. 
 

2. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS NGAME 
The Triple Moon - 2nd Sphere 

 
INVOCATION: I invoke your inspiration, O Ngame, Triple Moon Goddess of Whom None in the 
Universe is greater. Caught in the dull web of our daily lives we look to Thee for the promise that lies 
concealed beneath Thy mysterious veils of magic.  
 
ORACLE: You cannot see your own body save for the tip of your nose and the front of your body down 
to your toes! You need to gaze into still water or a looking-glass in order to see yourself: and even then 
the image is reversed. All you have learnt from science is but a limited area of knowledge deduced from 
insufficient information, garnered through extended five senses and logical inference. You can, however, 
only understand the hidden spheres of the occult if you learn the language of symbols. Each symbol 
embodies a reality on another plane. The moon which I hold in my dark hands is the mirror both of the 
polarized rays of the sun, and of your own earth, when its shadow blackens the moon. So those who fear 
the eclipsed Full Moon reject their own shadow! The moon symbolizes duality, a duality that is even 



manifested by the Solar Deities, Who yet cast a shadow upon the lower earth plane. The God when 
reversed is a devil. Yet the moon in triple form shows forth that harmony which resolves duality.  
 
The aetheric matrix of your earth appears to you as a dream reflection of physical life, to vanish at day-
break. But in fact it is the causal essence of the physical plane. You can only alter physical matter through 
making changes in its aetheric counterpart. A table cannot be moved an inch without psychic volition. To 
do this knowingly is the art of magic. Spiritual transformation, rather than mere aetheric manipulation, is 
also the gift of the moon. As it is impossible for you to see your own face save in a mirror, so in order to 
know and transform your soul, you need to gaze into the aetheric lunar mirror. What you see therein may 
delight or terrify you! The ugly may see an angel: the handsome a monster. Union is achieved when the 
persona and soul are one: so the spirit is in harmony with itself. For what seems alien, even macabre, is 
your hidden self which, if banished, creates a vacuum in your soul. So deprived, you became psychically 
maimed.  
 
During the past two thousand years, mankind has attempted to vault over the psychic spheres of the 
moon, and achieve the higher planes without it. Femininity, magic, the occult, were all despised, feared 
and exorcised in temples and churches; convents and colleges; in monasteries and laboratories. But now 
the time has come when mankind the student grows to adulthood. Each of you must face the reverse 
image instead of attacking it, labelling it heretic, devil, black witch, lunatic, hallucination! For the Three 
lunar spheres, psychic, spiritual and cosmic are an essential curve in the evolutionary spiral. In the 
Piscean age it was necessary for devotees to struggle with their own souls to achieve one-pointed purity. 
But in this coming Aeon of the Winged Ones the shadow image must be absorbed. So may the Greater 
Self include both higher and lower selves. Duality is resolved not through conquest but through 
harmony.  
 
Every planet has its reverse twin and I preside over them all. And I also rule over the mightier duality of 
the shining stars burning in black space. Darkness and light are united in My cosmic embrace. I hold 
them in My arms as I do each one of you. 
 

3. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS HATHOR 
The Radiant Sun - 3rd Sphere 

 
INVOCATION: Divine Goddess Hathor, Universal Mother, Queen of the visible Heavens, Who weareth 
the sun upon Thy plumed head, grant us Thy gifts of Joy and Strength and Love! For without Thee we 
are devoid of life, and live, in a shadow world of dullness and despair.  
 
ORACLE: You will never know My laughter and light unless you draw the veil from your own 
personality and allow the sun to shine forth! You protect yourselves from the Greater Sun without, 
because you still live within the scarab shell of the lesser self. And this is necessary for your growth in the 
childhood of the human race. For too great a light and heat would blind and destroy your frail being. But 
now at humanity's end, from the old race new humans are born who have escaped from the shell of 
isolation. At first this may lead to anger and bewilderment. The old safe world of ideas and separate 
ways gives place to sudden influx from the great outer spheres which have always been around you, You 
are like prisoners in a dungeon who are suddenly released! The light blinds you and you are afraid of 
puzzling scenes. Strange beings now present themselves to your sight and speak with alien tongues. Yet 
such a happening is as nothing compared with the shock when the imprisoned consciousness, delayed in 
ever-continuing self-talk, suddenly hears one voice speaking in the language of thought! The privacy of 
self seems violated by the thoughts and feelings of another.  
 
There is no way in which you can escape the onslaught of new ideas and impressions, once the pylons 
that lead to the sun are opened. For the sun is our Heaven, yours and Mine. Every dawn you see it rise 
and it culminates, and then it appears to leave you, sinking in the West. But in reality it is always there, 
awaiting you. For all of you are children of the sun. Your solar bodies art hidden in earthly flesh, as the 



sun is hidden by the moon's shadow during an eclipse. It is through your solar bodies of Light and 
Warmth that you hear not only the voices of those attuned to you on earth, but you also begin to receive 
words from the whole Company of Heaven! Your vision extends to seeing the divine form of myriad-
coloured Deities, and your minds are enabled to understand their spiritual teachings.  
 
Listen then for the voices of the Goddesses and Gods, and allow your vision to accept Their Presence. 
When the sun shines at day you do the works of earth: but when the outer sun is hidden in night, then is 
it time for your soul to awaken. The solar Spirit that shines in each of you and in all beings shines forth in 
glory. Pray to me at dusk and I will protect you with my loving arms. Call to Me at dawn and you will be 
enabled to remember your sojourn in the solar Heaven with its Halls of Learning, its multitude of 
wondrous Beings, and its radiations of Light and Love and Truth. 
 

4. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS TIAMAT 
The Galactic Dragon - 4th Sphere 

 
INVOCATION: Mother of all Creation, the Great Deep, Dragon of Darkness Whose star-clad coils 
encircles us in our Milky Way, Whose spinning spiral travels the cosmos with shining train of sister 
galaxies, we turn to Thee in our great need. As the God Marduk struck at Thy divine body, so does man 
ravage our little earth. How may we save our earth and our lonely souls?  
 
ORACLE: My child, do not be fearful! It was no God under whatsoever name that strikes at Me, but 
rather the shining Rays of Ishtar that pierces through My Body, bringing the separation of Light and 
Darkness: incarnation of souls: the development of mind that discriminates, cuts, analyses.  
 
And this is good, for you would not be here as a human if it were not for mind. For mind is curious to 
know itself and so reflects itself through sharp focussing on particular knowledge and experience. But 
this is a dangerous journey of successive incarnations that through concentration loses diffused divine 
awareness.  
 
Your journey from My Divine Matrix which is the Matrix of all galaxies and the very Cosmos, is only 
achieved through the gradual loss of all divine attributes save those that you can use for your need. 
Hence you have your myths of fallen angels. You are all fallen angels. Each time you descend into inert 
matter you form a balance between positive and negative forces and then instead of gaining union, you 
lose a part of yourself. So this is a threefold descent. You take one step upwards, and two, downwards 
into the abyss. Thus you have the descent of Ishtar following Her lover, Shepherd of the starry flocks, 
Tammuz.  
 
The first loss is of divine union with the Cosmos. You forget identity with Deity. You are now a separate 
God or Goddess. Still following the mystical Path of Descent in three-fold rhythm you sink to the angelic 
realm. Finally you totally descend into matter as primaeval substance. You lose all, but through that 
sacrifice gain experience. Not all of my children incarnate but dwell forever in Eternity.  
 
Your Path of Ascent is perilous, for there is danger of total loss of consciousness. Then you need 
redemption from outside yourself. The return Path is threefold, one step backwards, two forwards. As 
you ascend you bring with you fruit of your experience. When you attain humankind you suffer, for you 
start to remember the Divine Realm from which you have descended. Yet you cannot withstand the 
passions which ensnare your souls, and which concentrate on particular cravings, whether mental, 
physical or emotional. But now your need is not for mind, for concentration, for knowledge. To save your 
soul and return to your divine nature you need to be aware of it! And this is different in kind from 
analytical thought process. Hence it is said that small children attain reality which sages lose.  
 
You in your evolution have reached the point of no return. Either you will be lost in thought systems and 
unruly passions, or you will regain your divine heritage! You do well to invoke Me. In losing your little 



self you will win again your true Being. Come to Me. I am Mother of Gods and Goddesses. Know 
yourselves! 
 

5. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ISIS AND THE GOD OSIRIS 
Sirius, Star of Isis - Ray IV 

 
INVOCATION: I invoke Thee, our Beloved Mother, Goddess of the stars. Thou Who art winged 
Daughter of Nuit of the Milky Way, Who holdeth the Star Sirius in Thy hands, bring us once again the 
love we enjoyed when we were with Thee, and with those who were our kin! We seek our lost twin souls, 
separated from us by time and space. As You and Your Divine Brother Osiris are One, may we be One 
with our own twins in divine reality. May we be granted the Oracle of the God Osiris.  
 
ORACLE OF ISIS: My dear children, you long for that which you possess already! You are always in My 
heart. Feel My presence in every breeze, in the flowing of water, in sudden flashes of joy. Deep within 
your hearts is an image of your Immortal Twin. Therefore when I as woman sought for Osiris, yet was He 
ever in my heart, unknown to Me as I mourned his loss. Learn from the stars! Many are double, some 
solitary, and others shine in clusters. Yet all form a harmony of love that forms a rainbow network of 
colour and sound throughout the cosmos. Seek, for seek you must, for ideal love, but in your restless 
quest do not carelessly tread upon a beetle - He is Kephera Who bears the hidden sun! Pity the anguish of 
an animal caught in a trap - Anubis suffers in fox form. Poison weeds, and you sear Osiris.  
 
When you learn to recognise the divinity in all beings, your reward will be unexpected! You will find 
your own spiritual family, your lost twin, your very self. The arduous search, the suffering, the 
loneliness, form part of the growth of a nobler humanity. To learn the task of that new humanity, turn to 
My Divine Brother, Osiris!  
My daughter, I come to you as a Light from behind you. Face the God Osiris and receive His words!  
 
ORACLE OF OSIRIS: The goal is clear, the Judgment imminent. Humanity was given the task of 
protecting and fostering the development of all species on earth. Instead of protecting, you have 
exploited the creatures entrusted to your care. What is the courage in killing wild animals with superior 
weapons! Some of you take pleasure in killing birds, and most of you devour the carcasses of beasts, 
birds and fish, though your proper food is from grains, nuts and herbs. I am the Green Osiris. Through 
greed you have polluted the air and springs, rivers and oceans. So you threaten all life on earth. I am the 
blue Osiris of air and water. You poison your very food with chemicals. I am Osiris of the grain, Who dies 
at harvest, scatters grain over the earth, and I 
resurrect in Spring.  
 
Harken well. The patience of the Deities is not forever. We heed the suffering of earth's animals, birds, 
reptiles and insects, the annihilation of whole species. We deplore the destruction of rain forests. There 
are those of you who are forming a new humanity and Who heed the Divine Voice. Spread this message. 
Let humanity change its ways before it is too late. Know that I am Osiris the Judge. I judge the fitness of 
humanity to remain upon the earth! If it is a choice between mankind and the rest of nature, Nature shall 
be preserved.  
 
The task of the new humanity will be to heal earth's injuries and restore nature in her beauty. I am Osiris 
of the Inner Voice of Conscience. My heart is in Abydos, the dwelling-place of Love. As Isis and I are One, 
be you at one with Nature. So shall you all shine forth like stars. 
 

6. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS HAUMEA 
The Southern Cross - Ray VI 

 
INVOCATION: Beautiful Goddess Haumea, Mother of us all, come to our aid! Thine is the Eternal Tree 
of Changing Lives. We would partake of Thy fruit of immortality.  



ORACLE: You seek in vain to enjoy the fruits of My Tree by eating them! For, torn from the tree, both 
flowers and fruit lose the sacred Mana sap which flows through the tree-trunk from the roots. Thus they 
wither and die, and can bring you no good. The leaves of your recurring lives, when deprived of Mana, 
also die. Yet you do well to long for eternal life, which is the birthright of every creature.  
 
Return to My arms! Accept Me as your Mother. My body is the trunk of the Tree, and My legs come from 
where Mana springs. My arms reach through the Ten Heavens and the galaxies are the flowers that are 
My garland. Yet the smallest bird is My beloved child.  
 
Lean back against the Tree itself, arms intertwined with Mine. You will feel the sacred Mana, life-blood of 
the immortal Deities, rise up within your spine. When you are one with Me you will no longer believe 
yourselves to be as withering leaves. Your lives will be lovely and without blemish, for you will be rooted 
in reality. For flowers and fruit of the Tree of Life are within yourselves.  
 
When you have partaken of heavenly Mana, you are spiritually reborn of My Eternal Body. This joy is 
known to a humming-bird and butterfly - but lost to humans. Be guided by My wise husband, the God 
Wakea and the Dream-Walkers, Who will show you how to create Dream-Times. It is the Deities Who 
create the Star Dream-Zones and these are the myriad Heavens. You, Our young children, are learning to 
make intricate patterns of your lives, set within the Dream-Places that are the planets. Planets, though 
formed in transient time and place, yet are Colleges of Learning. For those who are willing to understand, 
the eternal verities of love, beauty and truth are manifested through planetary Mystery Dramas. Such 
Mysteries form the underlying fabric of people's intertwined relationships.  
 
Tragically a Dream Zone, a teaching planet, can become so contaminated by ugly and diseased group 
imagination, that the Deities call upon the Dream-Walkers, Spiritual Guardians, to rescue the prisoners 
thereon. So it is now with the human race. My children, do you not call people insane, who are trapped in 
fantasies of their own creation? When they become dangerous, you incarcerate such patients in Mad-
Dream Houses. Yet this is your own plight! But because all of you in your planetary Dream-Time are in 
such a deluded state, you do not notice it. You share each other's unhealthy fantasies. And the most 
disastrous delusion of all is that you only exist through a physical body, and so die.  
 
The time is come for you to awaken! The sonic and colour rays We are now sending forth are thinning the 
veil between the Zones. Thus you are beginning to experience expansion of consciousness: you see, hear 
and realise new realms of being. This is the time of Rebirth through the Mother Goddess. Enjoy the Great 
Change! Come to Us Who are the Dream Creators. Thus you shall transform your world into a Heaven of 
joy, love and beauty. Centered in the Tree of Eternal Reality, join with Me in the Drama of Creation! 
 

7. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS NU KUA 
Aquila and Lyra - Ray 0 

 
INVOCATION: I invoke Thee, the Goddess Nu Kua, Creator of all things, Who hast fashioned diverse 
creatures from the clay of matter. Thou Who art Restorer of Harmony and Bringer of the Arts, aid us in 
our search for Heaven on earth!  
 
ORACLE: Heavenly Beauty comes from the union of opposites, and calls forth response in every heart. 
Know that the loveliness of tree and flower and cloud is no accident, but, is created by dreams of Celestial 
Spirits. All Nature sings through the stars and encircling planets, and in the song of birds at dawn and 
twilight. The rich colours of the peacock's tail and of peonies and cassia trees blend with the rainbow 
colours of the sky. Nothing comes from nothing. Creation springs from the Celestial Artists who weave 
dream worlds from silken threads of happiness. Even ugliness and discord are brought into harmony by 
their complementary virtues. There is no discord that cannot be resolved, no colour clash that is immune 
from the celestial symphony of perfect beauty. For evil and ugliness bring evolving souls to goodness 
through experience, and so play their part in forming beautiful robes of Blessed Spirits. 



 Human art and nature are one, for humans are part of nature. The artist, the poet, the musician are 
inspired by the same Deities Who weave the night sky with innumerable stars, and scatter wild flowers 
among grasses. The joy of the human is to join consciously in the Dance of Creation, choosing to 
transform evil to good through bringing the opposites into harmony.  
If you find such beauty in the present, and it can be found nowhere else, you will create magnificent 
forests through the severed trunks of felled trees. Among ugly buildings of polluted towns you will 
create coloured pavilions set among flowery gardens. You will change human faces made ugly by greed 
and hatred into the smiling countenance of Blessed Spirits. All this may be accomplished by the Magical 
Arts.  
Behold a vision! A woman some call Nu Kua makes a stone shrine filled with darkness. In the roof she 
creates a small hole. With clay she moulds a figure of a God of her own size and places it in the shrine. 
She prostrates herself and prays. A lightning flash strikes her from above, and she is transformed into a 
Goddess! The clay figure becomes alive and walks out of the shrine into the world. 
 

8. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS CLEITO 
The Winged Pegasus - Ray I 

 
INVOCATION: Most Ancient One, Goddess of the Deeps, whose serpent-rayed hair of power stretcheth 
forth through the constellations, Whose fish's tail enfolds our galaxy, bring us Thy power to create joy 
and harmony on our earth.  
 
ORACLE: The power of creation is within all creatures, who form their own life patterns in the shadow 
realm of earth. What you imagine now, you create in the future. A sleeping dog dreams of future prey 
and in the morning goes forth to hunt! So your very lives show forth the texture of your dreams. What 
appears impossible may become actual if you learn the magical arts. These arts are drawn from Divine 
Essence. Each creature, every plant, every atom holds within itself its own transcendent evolution. Within 
the seed of a fruit lies the Tree of Life.  
 
You distrust legends from the past that do not appear to be what you call "real." Yet these dreams formed 
your present. The myths that lie at the base of all cultures and religions spring from the spheres of the 
goodness and beauty of the Deities. But when in passing time the myths become distorted and evil, there 
befalls the degeneration of a whole civilization, even that of a planet. Take heed! If you continually in 
your mind dwell on evil, even with the praiseworthy intention of destroying it, you will perpetuate the 
very evil you wish to dissipate. Think of anything, and lo, it is there!  
 
The magical art, whether expressed through sculpture, architecture, painting or music, is the effective 
invocation of Divinity which transforms the soul. A noble building holds within itself the divine 
proportion of the cosmos; a piece of sculpture is animated by the Deity it represents: a painting becomes a 
part of Heaven, and those who appreciate it may enter therein. A Chinese artist painted a beautiful 
mountain landscape and, when it was perfect, invited his friends to admire it! Then he bowed and bade 
them farewell and walked into the picture until he disappeared from their sight.  
 
You do not need to be a genius to re-create your world. Through invoking the Deities you may do so at 
any time, in any place, through use of your creative imagination. And when you learn to do so 
successfully, your whole house, neighbourhood, country, all nature around you will be illuminated by 
transcendental beauty. You will have created the land of Heart's Desire upon earth. 
 

9. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ALA 
Cassiopeia - Ray II 

 
INVOCATION: We invoke Thy aid, Holy Ala, Goddess of Nature. The lbo people of Nigeria worship 
Thee as Earth Goddess, Bringer of the Harvest. Thou dost also preside over the harvest of souls in Thy 
Realm of Spirits.  



ORACLE: My dearest children, you are ever within My being! All your dreams and aspirations are Mine, 
and your future I hold in My grasp. You were forced to leave My arms through the necessary 
development of your skills and the use of your intellect. Now you return to Me because you hate the 
destruction you have wrought upon the earth and its creatures. You have desecrated this planet, and you 
fear it is too late to restore the lovely creatures, trees and plants that you have killed.  
 
But be of good heart! It is not humans alone that have done these deeds, but the spirits who animate 
animals, plants, lands and oceans. And they have worked with humans for a purpose - the furtherance of 
Nature's Plan for earth. For existence is not static but is ever developing. Even disaster will bring good, 
through change. You make the mistake of separating humanity from the rest of nature! In verity humans, 
animals, trees, mountains and seas all form part of My everchanging Body. Already in the inner planes of 
My Being new rain forests are evolving, less prone to disease and predators. Despite the detestable 
cruelty of mankind, the monkey, dolphin, whale and other populations are gaining, not losing through 
their communication with humanity: they are learning the language of thought. And through this inner 
speech they evolve in their own way. All of you continue your evolution together in My Realm of Spirits.  
 
Space is not empty! If you could only see the etheric web that surrounds it and permeates it, you would 
observe myriad crossthreads of thoughts that join humans, nature spirits, animals trees, plants. These 
rainbow threads hum with unceasing activity; so that every thought and feeling that you send forth 
reverberates through this spider's web of communication, both in this life and the next. And this extends 
through the solar system, and reaches the stars.  
 
It is when communication becomes Communion through spiritual Love that you join the Divine Choir of 
the Spheres. As you meditate in Attunement with Deity, your mind and heart are linked with every bird, 
animal and tree, and Nature Spirits bring your dreams into manifestation! When evil predominates over 
good, I manifest. I am with you now. 

 
10. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ELOHA 

Ursa Major - Ray V 
 
INVOCATION: Come to us, beautiful Eloha, Who with Thy twin brother Eli shinest from the stars of Elo 
Mona! In this dark world of grief and evil we struggle to keep the light of goodness within ourselves. Yet 
we lack both faith and hope when we see the plight of our mother earth.  
 
ORACLE: You will never find Me in the dream world of passing fantasies you call the world. For you 
yourselves are under the spell of your own desires and enact them in daily life! You dream of fighting 
evil and you join in battles with those who deem you to be evil. You long for love yet you trample on 
those who love you, and you wantonly steal the loves of your friends, destroying their homes. Though 
you deplore the greed that despoils the earth, leaving it a charnel house of felled forests and dying 
creatures, yet you blame others for such deeds, though you participate in the fruits of destruction in 
luxuriant living.  
 
Yet if you turn away from the passing nightmare of the world and come to Innua, the Great Spirit, all will 
be made clear to you! You place yourself in the centre of the wheel of the world, in the place of the Pole 
Star, and now you see that all revolves round the Inner Essence that is the life within. By experiencing the 
Divine Spirit within yourself you become attuned to the same Spirit within each person, animal, bird, 
tree, stream.  
 
However, my friends, do not make the mistake of trying to alter the dark dream twins of those you 
recognise as beings of light! For every person, every creature, has its shadow, its wild twin manifesting 
on earth. And this twin it is who fights, and is passionate, cruel, loving, greedy, even bored. And the 
mistake of those on the winding path of the serpent, that leads to the great Awakening, is to try and alter 
other people! As you yourselves awaken each in your own individual way, on your own path through 



the ordeals of worldly existence, so it is with all beings. My friends, do not waste your energies in railing 
at the shortcomings of others! These very faults are an expression of their own way of learning through 
experience. You cannot in any case deprive the warrior of his gun, the hunter of his knife, the greedy man 
of his stolen land. Rather pity these, for they are caught in the spider web of the world, and can only 
escape as you shall, by turning away from the world and accepting the Great Spirit within.  
 
Rejoice! When all the world seems evil to you, it is the time of your Awakening! Leave others to progress 
at their own pace. 
 

11. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ANAHITA 
Draco - Ray VII 

 
INVOCATION: Descend upon earth, Holy Ardvi Sura Anahita, from Thy Divine Region of the Stars! 
Thy motherly waters encompass the Universe. Help us to purify our earth, seas and atmosphere.  
 
ORACLE: You call upon Me to help you change the destiny of your world. But your world is not the real 
earth. The true earth is perfect: what you experience around you is a fabric created by yourselves. 
However, Divine Intervention is required, because you are contaminating the very Sacred Elements 
which you use to form your world of illusion. You are poisoning Earth, Water and Air. You are misusing 
the Holy Element of Fire by burning to death millions of your fellow beings in your wars.  
 
The purification of the Sacred Elements is a cosmic matter, and will be dealt with by the Deities. What 
you need to do is to save your own souls, in danger of being entrapped in the very nightmares that you 
have created. Already you have lost the ability to see the true earth. Only children and visionaries still 
enjoy its loveliness.  
 
The first stage for you is to attain the Paradise of the Blessed. To enjoy this, you must choose goodness 
and reject evil. This requires discrimination. Hence you suffer. Yet it is through this choice, so cruelly 
presented to you, that you advance spiritually. So you gain the First Paradise. Here all is peaceful. Yet it is 
hard to progress in a realm where you only meet those who agree with you, and all not in attunement 
move elsewhere! Hence you need to incarnate many times in the earth world, until you learn to control 
its adverse conditions and so improve it. So you attain the Second Paradise.  
 
The Second Paradise of the Magi brings creativity, crowned by the ability to form planets, schools for 
evolving souls. Yet the Magi know their own limitations. Hence they seek the Third Paradise. And so 
shall you!  
 
This Third Paradise of the Illuminati resembles the First, as it is a realm of love. There is a difference. 
Whereas love in the astral sphere is between two lovers, or a company of friends, here Love is universal. 
Evil is transmuted into good, resolved into its own opposite. The Illuminati contain their own shadows: 
they comprehend the Darkness from which light manifests. Love and Truth are reconciled in Harmony. 
 

12. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ADITI 
Ursa Minor - Ray III 

 
INVOCATION: We hail Thee, Aditi, Mahadevi, Mother of the Deities. Thou art Goddess of Infinity and 
within Thy Being cometh forth the manifested creation. As all things come of Thee, we are Thy children.  
Aid us in our search for Love, Wisdom and Happiness. 
 
ORACLE: My dearest child, within you is contained all that you seek. The lesser embodies the Great but 
cannot contain it: the Great however may be born within the smallest atom. There are those who, having 
attained illumination, regard themselves as Deities, containing the universe within themselves. Although 
such experiences have validity, yet the foolish sage who ignores the outer transcendent Deity makes 



separation between outer and inner. The deathless Deities are reflected in yourselves and may not be 
denied.  
 
It is good for mankind to seek the Light within: but the time has come for humanity to recognise the all-
encompassing darkness without. During the past age the sun has been seen as sole luminary reigning 
over planets. The mightiness of space with its stars was but an ornament, palanquin to decorate the 
majesty of the sun. When the sun shone, the stars vanished! The sages regarded themselves as self-
contained entities, containing the universe. There were those who attained cosmic consciousness by such 
meditation. But others, having created an impassable shell around themselves, instead of attaining the 
great Awakening, were reborn within a physical womb, fortunate to be incarnated as a human baby!  
 
Look without, at the need of a hungry child, a suffering man and woman, and you find Me. Have pity on 
cruelly treated animals: and you find Me within their eyes. Save trees and forests and you save Me. You 
speak of Me as Goddess of boundless space: because I am boundless I am within the heart of a gnat. 
When you fear the infinity of the cosmos, turn instead to that which is small, which requires your love 
and protection: there you will discover eternal Love, Wisdom and Bliss. 
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